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Alone, plaster, 6x8, 2014
Uncomfortable, wire, 7x7, 2014
Curves are fun, clay, 3x5, 2016
Notched Or Not, clay, 3x3, 2016

Lip, clay, 2x3, 2016, lip.jpg

Three in One, charcoal drawing, 16x18, 2015, threen1.jpg

Red River, clay, 5x5, 2016, redr.jpg

Melted Lava, clay, 6x7, 2016, meltedl.jpg

Snake, found objects, 12x16, 2015, snake.jpg
Snake, found objects, 12x16, 2015, snake.jpg

Still Life, chalk pastels, 16x18, 2015, stilllife.jpg

Subtle, clay, 10x11, 2016, subtle.jpg

Tangle me this, 10x18, 2016, tangle.jpg
Tangle me this, 10x18, 2016, tangle.jpg

Enter if you dare, 12x15, 2015, enter.jpg

Portrait painting, 12x12, 2016, portaitpainting.jpg